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Compleximetrics and education
An ever increasing proportion of life sciences research is about the extraction of
biological knowledge from complex data. Consequently, biology is becoming
dryer every day although well-designed laboratory experiments will always
be necessary. It does not take much imagination to see that this requires
changes in education and training of life scientists. We need not only to
train biology and computational students with relevant expertise and skills
but, equally important, we should also ensure that our education factories
produce sufficient numbers of students who are willing to devote their life
to complex data. If not, we will encounter a serious bottleneck in progress of
life sciences research.
Complex data goes beyond omics data and will progressively include other types
of data. Processing this data requires expertise in bioinformatics, computer
science, statistics, mathematics, medical informatics, epidemiology, and
image analysis. Is bioinformatics about to disappear? Do we, instead, need
compleximetricians that have knowledge in all these domains? Are they the
dry-biologists of the future? Or do we try to establish much more synergy
between these domains but with the primary focus being on life sciences?
The answer to these questions affects how we set up education.
Education should also take into account the different types of bioinformaticians
that will be necessary. A growing part of the dry-biologists will work in

Antoine
van
Kampen
Scientific director NBIC

biology groups while others will join computational groups to perform
research. Finally technicians will assist in software engineering and
contribute to a sustainable and stable infrastructure for data management
and computation.
Most of us agree that education should have priority. But, surprisingly,
bioinformatics education is seriously lagging behind our needs. Three
main obstacles can be identified. First of all, there is a legacy of existing
(traditional) academic bachelor and master programmes and a separation
of disciplines across different (institutes within) faculties. Both inhibit
the adequate multi-disciplinary training of students. Secondly, given the
complexity of the dry-biology domain, the emerging developments and the
broad range of disciplines involved, it is not clear how to optimally organize
education. Finally we lack the capacity to implement, promote and sustain
a new programme.
Fortunately, we have a group of people within our bioinformatics community
who devote significant time and effort to education and who were able to
establish high-quality education programmes at the universities and the
higher vocational institutes, although sometimes in desperate need for more
students. Education is also a priority for NBIC as exemplified by several
initiatives. For example, the ‘CSI workshop’ for high-school students and
teachers allows them to investigate the cause of death of an American
tourist in Amsterdam using bioinformatics. In addition, NBIC facilitates and
supports the organization of (international) courses for bioinformaticians,
biologists and scientific programmers. Recently the NBIC PhD-school made
a successful start which can be read about in this issue of Interface.
I hope that all these efforts are a further step towards better education
and training for bioinformaticians. In addition to education, this issue
presents other interesting developments in bioinformatics. The cover story,
for instance, tells about the great bioinformatics challenges in the field of
metabolomics and the progress section reports about recent successful
research within NBIC’s BioRange program. Enjoy reading about these and
other advanced developments in bioinformatics!
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Continuous interaction between life scientists,
mathematicians, algorithm developers and
biostatisticians

Puzzling with
metabolites
Metabolomics is a rapidly evolving functional
genomics technology that aims to provide a
comprehensive, qualitative and quantitative
characterization of the biochemical composition
of a biological sample. The current HPLC, MS and
NMR techniques produce a flood of metabolomics
data. NBIC’s BioAssist Metabolomics support
platform, in close cooperation with the
Netherlands Metabolomics Centre and the Centre
for BioSystems Genomics, aims to realize powerful
software tools and dedicated functionalities
for processing, analyzing and interpreting the
overwhelming dataflow.
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he researchers at the Netherlands Metabolic

the different mass spectrometers, for instance, has to

Centre measure hundreds of lipids, hormones,

be pre-processed,” explains platform leader Dr. Margriet

fatty acids, carbohydrates and other metabolites in

Hendriks, from the department of metabolic diseases at

a blood or urine sample, or in food products or fermentation

the UMC Utrecht. Then, she illustrates one of the plat-

batch. They do this to find out which specific biochemical

form activities. “Researchers are faced with hundreds of

processes and compounds are involved in diabetes

two dimensional peak surfaces from these machines. The

patients, or e.g. in tastier tomatoes. But first they have to

height of the peaks corresponds with the different metab-

develop a range of different bioinformatics tools that can

olites and the surface is a semi-quantitative measure for

interpret all these metabolic fingerprints.

the amount of metabolite in the blood or urine sample.
However, the peaks overlap each other and there is a lot

The University of Leiden, DSM and Unilever have got

of noise in the information. Several PhD researchers and

together to tackle the problem of ‘obesity’ by unravelling

postdocs at the NMC are developing algorithms to trans-

the biochemical processes controlling body weight and fat

late this raw data into metabolite concentrations. The

composition. The researchers are analyzing blood samples

software has to result in reliable data and be easy to use

from 200 obese people, from before they start on a ten-

for the other researchers in field of metabolomics.”

week calorie-restricted diet, at the end of the ten weeks
(when they have lost up to 10 kilos) and several months

Different raw data Compared with genomics and

after completing the diet (when some have put weight

proteomics, metabolomics is faced with data coming from

back on and others not).

many more diverse sources: different mass spectrometers

Some biochemical pathways change when people lose or

(liquid chromatography and gas chromatography) from

gain weight. The researchers therefore expect to uncover

different instrument makers and NMR machines all

differences in the concentrations of the 800 to 1500 blood

detect different types of molecules (e.g. lipids, amino

metabolites, including the lipids and ultimately endo-

acids, endocrines, flavonoids, carbohydrates), so all

crines. But the difficulty is ‘translating’ the deviant metab-

these machines generate different raw data. In addition,

olite concentrations into the biochemical pathways that

the metabolite concentrations are detected in different

are the cause of these deviant concentrations. What does

liquids, such as blood, brain liquid and urine. This means

it mean when, after having lost 10 kilos, an obese person

an extra challenge for data storage and data integration.

has twice as much fatty acid A, three times more fatty

Bioinformaticians will develop software to deal with these

acid B and half the amount of fatty acid C? “The biggest

problems.

challenge in metabolomics is interpreting the data to get

Processing all this data also requires different tools.

answers to biological questions,” says Professor Thomas

An important aspect is the statistical processing. For

Hankemeier, initiator and scientific director of the Nether-

instance, an obese person who has lost 8.42 kilos in ten

lands Metabolomics Centre (NMC), headquartered in

weeks appears to have twice as much fatty acid A and

Leiden.

four times less fatty acid B after completing the calorierestricted diet. But these amounts are not meaningful if

Bioinformatics tools The project is one of the many

he or she is the only person with more A and less B after

interdisciplinary projects of the NMC. The Centre will

having lost about 8 kilos. Only if there are significant dif-

employ more than 50 researchers and has a budget of

ferences between the 200 obese test subjects who have

53 million Euros for five years, based on a public-private

or have not lost a specific amount of weight do the differ

partnership. Together with Leiden University, a number

ences become meaningful. Unravelling which metabolites

of other universities (UvA, WUR), university medical

are relevant in a process requires statistical processing.

centres (LUMC, UMC Utrecht), research institutes (TNO,

An equally important processing step is the identification

PRI) and companies (Schering-Plough, Unilever and

of the unknown metabolites. “This is a particular challenge

DSM) are participating in the core programme. Projects

for plant sciences,” explains Dr. Robert Hall, deputy direc-

include unravelling the biochemical processes involved in

tor of the Centre for Biosystems Genomics (CBSG) in Wage-

creating tastier tomatoes, more productive Escherichia

ningen. The CBSG, together with the NMC, hope to unravel

coli, diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular diseases and

the biochemical pathways that are involved in the taste of

migraine. The researchers also hope to uncover ‘metabolic

tomatoes, measured by a trained panel which can score

fingerprints’ (biomarkers) with predictive value for early

25 different taste sensations. In addition, the Wageningen

diagnosis, and for monitoring the effect of functional

institute hopes to find metabolic fingerprints with predic-

foods or medicines. These secondary goals are particularly

tive value, which may help tomato breeders breed for bet-

important for the industrial partners.

ter taste. However, they first have to solve an enormous

But first, scores of different bioinformatics tools have to

problem: tomato plants are capable of making 50,000 dif-

be developed and integrated. Therefore NBIC initiated the

ferent secondary plant substances including aromatic

BioAssist Metabolomics support platform, which has to

substances, anti-oxidants, phenolics and flavonoids many

play a facilitating role in cooperation between life

of which can influence taste. The chemical formula of

scientists and bioinformaticians to develop dedicated

eighty to ninety percent of these molecules is not known

software tools and functionalities. “Data coming from

yet. Robert Hall: “So suppose we uncover 25 interesting
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metabolites after the statistical processing, we still have

Leiden University Medical Centre where blood monsters

to identify 20 of them.”

are taken from patients and healthy control subjects over a
24 hour period at intervals of ten or fifteen minutes –

Identification software Fortunately, the current

resulting in about 145 metabolic fingerprints per person.

mass spectrometers are very precise; they deliver

Such a narrow time scale is particularly important when

molecular weights with an accuracy of up to four decimal

hormones are involved because their concentrations are

places (for instance: 151.9323). When the mass is known so

much more variable than those of most other metabolites.

precisely, only a limited number of combinations of carbon,

Knowing the variability in concentrations of specific hor-

oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, sulphur and nitrogen

mones throughout the day is more important than know-

atoms are possible. The next step involves filtering the

ing their absolute concentration levels because diseases

most probable combinations of atoms and molecular

often start with deviations in the dynamics. If these devia-

structures. At the moment, several NMC researchers at

tions can be detected in an early stage, milder treatments

Leiden, Wageningen and TNO Zeist are developing software

could be used.

for identifying metabolites. Hall expects this software to
be completed within ten years.

Multidisciplinary model building The NMC

When the relevant metabolite concentrations are known,

develops and improves theoretical as well as empirical

one can unravel and model the biochemical routes

models and integrated models to reach this goal. The

involved. This part of the research also requires a lot of

theoretical models are based on prior knowledge of

different tools. The Biosystems Data Analysis group at

biochemical processes. The empirical models are based

the University of Amsterdam develops models for so-

on the measured metabolic fingerprints. A continuous

called time resolved multivariate data analyses. The goal

interaction between the biologists, biomedical scientists,

is to model the dynamics of specific biochemical pro

mathematicians, algorithm developers and biostatisticians

cesses. “For instance, we want to know how a subject’s

working on both types of models is essential for this

sugar metabolism will react after drinking a glass of sugar

research. Age Smilde: “For instance, when we find that a

water,” explains Professor Age Smilde from this depart-

specific metabolite B always appears ten minutes after

ment. “Or how efficient the body’s fat metabolism is at

another metabolite in patients with diabetes, we have to

processing 50 gram butter?”

refer to the theoretical model to find out which biochemical

To answer these questions, the researchers have to moni-

processes could be involved in this deviant pattern.”

tor the metabolite concentrations on a time scale of min-

Together with the LUMC, the Biosystems Data Analyses

utes and hours. They therefore work together with the

group has developed a model that can predict the concentration pulses of two hormones - ACTH and cortisol. The
next step is to build a more complex model of seven hormones. Ultimately models will consist of tens or hundreds
of metabolites. The more metabolites in a dynamic model,
the more complex the mathematics will be.
What may help is the experience with models of microorganisms. At TNO, fermentation batches of E. coli were
sampled twelve to fifteen times during batches run under
different conditions. In these samples, 200 to 300 meta
bolites were measured including fatty acids, amino acids,
carbohydrates and nucleotides. One of the questions was:
Why do different conditions (pH, temperature, feedstock)
result in different concentrations of the end-products?
Now there are empirical data but the ultimate challenge
will be to integrate this data with the theoretical kinetic
models of E. coli – these theoretical models still operate
on a different time scale. “There is a lot going on in this
field,” says Age Smilde.

Internet references
1.	Metabolimics data structures: https://wiki.nbic.nl/index.php/
	Metabolomics_Data_structures/entities
2.	Metabolomics datawarehouse: https://wiki.nbic.nl/index.php/
	Metabolomics_Datawarehouse_Functional_Requirements_Inventory
3.	Metabolomics software: https://wiki.nbic.nl/index.php/NMC_DSP_
metabolomics_software
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by Astrid van de Graaf

Recognizing patterns
in clouds of data 		

P

to deal with and classify the
tremendous amounts of data

that techniques such as microarray,
DNA sequencing and analytical
chemistry generate today. Therefore

Lecturer Dick de Ridder (middle) helps the students at the lab exercises.

the NBIC PhD School organized a
dedicated course for PhD students in

“By looking at biological data with the

pants had to analyze a biological data

bioinformatics. “It gave a very good

right methods you can give them extra

set using the methods learned during

overview of the basic methods in

value. Even if you have a dataset that

the course and write a short report on

pattern recognition,” says participant

is not completely perfect, you can

the results. They could use their own

Harmen Draisma, who is a PhD

gain important information from it by

data set or the one the course lead-

student at the division of Analytical

using the right analytical method. The

ers provided. Draisma brought his

Biosciences of the Leiden/Amsterdam

opposite is also true: with a perfect

own set. “I even challenged the meth-

Center for Drug Research.

data set and the wrong method you

ods by turning the question around.

can arrive at the wrong answer. That

Normally pattern recognition is used

During his study of Biomedical Scienc-

makes data analysis complex and an

to find clusters in a set of data. My

es in Leiden Draisma became interest-

intellectually challenging puzzle.”

assumption was that the two datasets

ed in data analysis, data interpreta-

Draisma expected the course to give

I brought with me did not differ. If I

tion and biostatistics. Now he is using

him a good overview and an introduc-

could prove that, the dataset could be

a cohort of twins to study the relation

tion into the methods that he was not

merged to create a larger set so this

between the genotype, the genetic

familiar with so he could extend his

enlarged dataset could be used for

make-up and metabolic profiles in

toolbox. “And my expectation was ful-

further research in a follow-up. This is

urine or blood samples that can be

filled. I already knew or used a few of

especially interesting when you have

regarded part of the ‘endo-phenotype’.

the techniques. Others I had heard of

a small amount of data, due to small

“I am mapping the metabolic profiles

but I did not know if I could use them

patient groups for instance. Usually

of healthy people. This will form the

for my work. I don’t have the time to

the trick is to give an answer to a bio-

basis for other studies, because if you

try every new method I read about.

logical question although your group

want to find a deviation in the profile

Luckily after the lectures we could

sizes are small.”

of a sick person you first have to know

study the methods more in depth and

Although the results of his assignment

what is ‘normal’.”

apply them. These lab exercises were

did not give an unambiguous answer

Great expertise is necessary to ana-

rather intensive since I am not really a

to his question, they brought him a big

lyze data correctly since you can make

bioinformatician and not familiar with

step closer. The results might even be

or break a dataset with analytical

the terminology.”

suitable for a publication.

tools according to Draisma.

For the final assignment the partici-

NBIC-PhD-school Pattern

physics are too complex to explicitly

tern Recognition will give students an

Recognition

formulate such an algorithm. Some

overview of the basic techniques so

Many problems in bioinformatics

examples of these classification prob-

that they will be able to recognize what

require classification: prediction of

lems in bioinformatics are gene find-

method is most applicable to the clas-

the class to which a certain object

ing, microarray diagnostics and data

sification problems he or she encoun-

belongs. This can for instance be a

integration.

ters in bioinformatics applications.

gene, a protein, a cell or a patient.

In such cases, a pattern recognition

Algorithms can assign the most likely

approach has to be taken: an algo-

For more information go to:

‘label’ to an object, given one or more

rithm is constructed with parameters

NBIC PhD school

measurements. However for most

that are based on an available dataset

http://www.nbic.nl/biowise/school/

interesting problems, the underlying

of training examples. The course Pat-

EduProg

Photo: Sam Rentmeester

attern recognition is a way
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Interview with Paulien Hogeweg

Theoretical biologist Paulien Hogeweg

By Marga van Zundert

models evolution

“I don’t believe in stacks
of differential equations
with lots of parameters”
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he turned 65 at the end of last year, but

describe our work: the study of information processes in

theoretical biologist Paulien Hogeweg isn’t

biotic systems. In 1978, we used the word for the first time

considering retirement at all. Unravelling the

in an academic publication. Today bioinformatics is mostly

secrets of evolution is simply the thing she likes

used to describe the use of computers in biology; I call that

most. And therefore, she can still be found behind her

data analysis. The modelling branch of bioinformatics has

computer at the university every day or conferring with

become more known by terms like systems biology, com-

one of her co-workers or students. She voluntarily works

putational biology or complex system theory. I still very

on data analysis and simulations, just as she did at the

much prefer the term bioinformatics.

start of her career. Today, however, she carries the worthy
title of honorary professor and can rely on more than
forty years of experience in the field of bioinformatics.
Moreover, she named the discipline. “I won’t say that
I would have been a deeply unhappy person if I hadn’t
become a scientist but I definitely would have been a
different person.”

“New avenues in science
result from individual
excellence”
What is your approach in bioinformatics?

Didn’t you want to take the proverbial journey around

Currently, our focus is on evolution. We look at it from all

the world at 65?

view points. At the level of ecosystems: How do ecosystem

No, I have seen a lot of the world and probably at a time

interactions lead to changes in organisms? At the molecu-

when it was more beautiful then it is today. Studying evo-

lar level: How do regulation networks or interaction net-

lution is really the thing I love doing most. I really want to

works evolve under certain conditions? And we also study

understand how life has evolved into what we see around

prebiotic evolution: How has life come into existence?

us. I’m no longer a group leader here in Utrecht, but as

We study these topics both by data analysis and by simu-

honorary professor I can continue with my work just as

lation experiments. In modelling, we mostly use discrete

before. In fact I’m looking for funds to appoint two new

models, I don’t believe in these stacks of differential equa-

PhD-students.

tions with lots of uncertain parameters. Such big models
are as difficult to oversee as the system itself. Our models

How did you become a theoretical biologist?

are based on interacting discrete particles which may be

At the end of my studies in biology, I did field work in

molecules and also organisms. In these models proximity

India studying water plants. I looked at which types of

relations are highly important and what we see is that they

plants grew together and compared the results with simi-

never lead to homogeneous systems. Patterns are formed

lar settings in the Netherlands. I thought there had to be

and these are crucial for the behaviour of the

more efficient ways to compare the data than by hand

system.

and therefore used the computers at the CWI [the Dutch
National Research Center for Mathematics and Computer

Can you give an example?

science, red.]. Although the plants in the two countries are

A recent example is the work of Milan van Hoek on the

of course very different, I discovered common patterns in

lac-operon. It’s perhaps a bit of an atypical example

cohabitants.

because the model does use a pile of differential equa-

Shortly afterwards I met Ben Hesper who worked at Leiden

tions. But it shows that an evolutionary perspective is

University. A few biologists there had bought the first com-

indispensable in systems biology.

puter in the whole university. Ben and I immediately saw

As you may know, the lac-operon is a classic model in

the possibilities of studying all kinds of aspects of biology

molecular biology. It is said to be a bistable switch, that is

using this machine. To us, computers seemed excellent

for certain nutrient conditions it can either be ‘on’ or ‘off’

tools to model information processes in biotic systems. In

dependent on its history and stochasticity. Its regulation

the beginning we did many data analyses but very soon we

was thought to be like an AND gate: ‘on’ if there is lactose

also started simulation experiments.

and no glucose; in all other three possibilities it is ‘off’.
However, if you measure the operon’s activity there are

What are the consequences of the information

four levels: completely ‘on’, somewhat less ‘on’, a bit ‘on’

you collect?

and ‘off’. We wondered if we could understand all this from

I joined the research group in Leiden as a volunteer. I was

an evolutionary perspective.

very interested but had no basis whatsoever in this area.

In our model individual E. coli cells compete for resourc-

But I certainly wasn’t afraid of maths and soon I got a posi-

es under a variable influx of glucose and lactose. For the

tion in Utrecht as a PhD-student in theoretical biology.

cell metabolism, we used a published large differential
equation model, but let the parameters of the lac-operon

You are mentioned in the Oxford Dictionary as one of

evolve. We indeed found the four activity levels but our

the inventors of the word bioinformatics.

model also showed that the lac-operon evolves away from

Yes, from the early seventies Ben and I used the term to

bistability. When we studied the literature again for an

10
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explanation, it turned out that all actual measurements

Paulien Hogeweg

on the lac-operon had been done using artificial inducers
like ITPG instead of lactose. However, ITPG is not turned
over, which changes the whole dynamics. Our evolved
lac-operon is a bistable switch too when fed with ITPG,
but definitely not on lactose. So, using an evolutionary
approach, we proved the long standing idea that the
lac-operon is a bistable switch wrong.

“I walk on my own in my
own tempo and hope to meet
no one for weeks”
Are you also doing data analysis at the moment?
Certainly. The stream of information from new genomes is
very exciting. By reconstructing ancestral gene content,
we recently concluded that radical changes in regulome
size occur at the origins of major prokaryotic lineages.
Surprisingly, these major transitions appear not to be



related to proteome innovations, but to changes in
regulatory capacity. We intend to build a model of this

2008 - Honorary professor

process too, in order to look at the consequences of this

1991 - Full professor of theoretical biology

discovery.

1978 - Introduces the word bioinformatics with
		 Ben Hesper

What do you think about bioinformatics in

1977 -	Own research group in bioinformatics at

the Netherlands?

		 Utrecht University

To answer that question, I’ll tell you the story of how I

1976 - PhD in biological pattern analysis

got my second PhD-student. This bright Dutch student

1969 -	MSc. biology, University of Amsterdam

received a grant to do her PhD-study at the EMBL because
the Netherlands were believed to need catching up in bioinformatics. It turned out that there was no one at the
institute who had the right expertise to supervise her work,

Where do you get your inspiration from?

so she approached me. I think that this

I love to go hiking in the mountains. When I’m abroad for a

story is exemplary. People say that bioinformatics in the

conference, I often take a few weeks holiday and disappear

Netherlands is lagging behind and start all kinds of initia-

into the nature. I walk on my own at my own tempo and

tives without looking at what is being done already.

hope that I will meet no one for weeks. These trips are very
important to see the perspective and get inspiration.

How do you feel about NBIC?
To be honest, I’m far from happy with the trend in the science community of establishing large networks. Sociological research has proven over and over that new avenues in
science result from individual excellence and come about
in small groups of experts. As the funds for fundamental
research are far from abundant, I think that this focus on

“ We proved the long standing
idea that the lac-operon is a
bistable switch wrong”

networks will result in spilling money to people who are
good in networking instead of being excellent researchers.

Isn’t it dangerous, walking all alone?

Working together should not be a purpose but a means to

There are always dangers in life. These trips are just too

an end.

important. I always like to quote Seymour Papert, a
pioneer in artificial intelligence and one of my early

Will you celebrate the Darwin year?
For my 65th birthday, our research group offered Ben and
me a trip to London to the Darwin exhibition and in September I’m invited to give a contribution to the series of
public lectures on evolution by the Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

inspirators: ‘Most of the new ideas came about in new
environments: beaches, swamps and mountains.’

SECTION
Business
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By Lilian vermeer

Advanced software
designed to deal with
large data sets

“I

ncreasingly research groups

and management positions for

says Nanninga. “For example we

and biotech companies

different large and small IT companies

collaborate in a CTMM project

outsource their bioinformatics

in which he focused on management

(Biochip) which focuses on the

questions to specialized companies,”

information systems and electronic

development of diagnostic tests for

says Ronald Nanninga, CEO of

commerce. During one of the client

leukaemia. Gene expression profiles

Crosslinks. Crosslinks offers solutions

meetings he met Peter van der

of individual patients enable doctors

to these complex bioinformatics

Spek, professor of bioinformatics at

to make an individual treatment

problems, especially for analyzing

Erasmus MC. Through discussions

plan. Skyline Diagnostics delivers

large datasets from genomics and

with Van der Spek, Nanninga realized

the diagnostic device whereas we

proteomics experiments as well as

that the systems he was developing

take care of the bioinformatics. This

molecular imaging.

for the prediction of client behaviour

is an exciting example where you see

were fundamentally the same as

the focus of bioinformatics moving

Crosslinks works for various biotech

the systems that were developed in

from research use to diagnostic

companies and it also collaborates

biology to analyse large sets of data.

application.”

with different research groups in a

“The only difference was that I had

Alex Michie, COO of Crosslinks

range of projects. The EU funded con-

a lot of clients but little information

remarks that developers of specific

sortium RATstream which concen-

about them whereas the biologists

diagnostic tests have to comply with

trates on the comprehensive pheno-

had few animals/humans and a huge

the stringent regulations of bodies

typical characterization of rat models

amount of data for each.”

such as the FDA. The Biochip project

of neurodegenerative diseases such

Nanninga was highly intrigued by the

is an example of an IVDMIA (In Vitro

as Huntington’s and Parkinson’s dis-

dynamic environment of bioinformat-

Diagnostic Multivariate Index Assay)

eases is an example of the latter.

ics which was different from the busi-

– a device that combines the values

Crosslinks developed a database in

ness world he was used to. More than

of multiple variables to yield a single,

which all the behavioural and physio-

three and a half years ago he started a

patient-specific result, for example

logical parameters which are descrip-

company with Van der Spek from with-

to predict risk of disease. The FDA is

tive for the diseases will be collected

in the incubator at Erasmus MC. “My

developing additional regulations for

and integrated.

colleagues are experts in biology and

IVDMIAs, so that clinicians can trust

In the field of medical imaging the

bioinformatics whereas I am experi-

these systems. Results from IVDMIAs

company recently developed V-Scope

enced in business and IT. It’s an unex-

are based on techniques that clini-

(www.v-scope.nl), an immersive virtual

pected synergy that works well.”

cians cannot verify themselves, so

reality environment which takes data

extra validation is needed. Crosslinks

from MR imaging, CT and ultrasonogra-

Personalized Medicine “Medicine

is already prepared to comply with the

phy and renders images for projection

is moving towards targeted treatment,”

new regulatory requirements.

in three and four dimensions (time).
Clinicians can walk around and through
the images. Now a desktop version

Crosslinks B.V. is a spin-off from Erasmus University. It delivers services, solu-

has been developed, so research-

tions and technology in the field of advanced visual informatics software designed

ers no longer need to go to the special

to deal with large data sets (i.e. from genomics and proteomics experiments) for

I-Space theatre to view the images.

distributes Spotfire data analysis and decision support software having taken over

life sciences companies, biomedical research and other markets. Crosslinks also
the contract from NBIC.

Joining forces Ronald Nanninga,

More information:									

Crosslinks’ co-founder and CEO,

Ronald Nanninga: ronald@crosslinks-it.com

worked for many years in consulting

http://www.crosslinks-it.com
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By Jos Boekhorst

Elucidating evolutionary
and functional conservation
of phosphorylation

R

eversible phosphorylation

important method in bioinformatics.

regulatory pathways (and hence a dif-

of proteins plays a crucial

Comparing sequences for example

ferent phosphorylation state) than for

role in eukaryotes. Recent

has proven to be helpful to identify

example a human cancer cell, even

development of high-throughput

key residues for protein function or

though the potential phosphopro-

phosphoproteomics techniques has

to discover regulatory elements in

teomes could be relatively similar.

resulted in the availability of datasets

genomic DNA. Similarly, by using

that contain lists of phosphorylated

comparative analysis it has been

Shared phosphorylation

residues for a wide range of model

shown that important biological

To determine the impact of all

organisms. We are now developing

relations can be identified from

these confounding factors, we

tools to fully exploit this wealth of

noisy high-throughput interaction

analysed six different eukaryote

novel data.

experiments or expression data.

phosphoproteomes (human, mouse,

The comparative analysis of phos-

zebra fish, fruit fly, yeast and

Phosphorylated amino acid residues

phoproteomics data however is com-

plant) available from literature and

were found to be part of proteins as

plicated because of the nature of

determined in six different high-

early as the 1930s, and we now know

that data. Although in recent years

throughput experiments. Even though

phosphorylation to be involved in

large advances have been made, a

the high-throughput experiments

processes ranging from the modu-

phosphoproteome sampled by high-

were performed in different labs,

lation of enzyme activity to protein

throughput mass spectrometry

all using their own experimental

complex assembly. Kinases form a key

provides only a partial phosphopro-

procedures, we were able to identify

factor in the phosphorylation mecha-

teome. Other confounding factors are

shared phosphorylation events.

nism. These enzymes also play an

the incomplete nature of the experi-

To identify homologous sequences

important part in the development

ments. High-throughput datasets do

we used an all-against-all Smith

of many forms of cancer, as is illus-

not capture all phosphorylated pep-

Waterman search of all full-length

trated by the high number of these

tides and enrichment of a peptide

proteins for which one or more

enzymes among known oncogenes [1].

mixture always forms an essential

phosphopeptides were present in the

Understanding the dynamics of the

step in the experimental procedure.

datasets (for details see reference 3).

networks formed by kinases and their

There are many different enrichment

The identified overlap ranged from

substrates could play an important

strategies, ranging from metal affin-

700 sites for human and mouse

role in unravelling cancer and other

ity based methods to the use of anti

(closely related species) to a single

complex diseases. Phosphoproteome

bodies recognizing phosphorylated

site for fish and yeast (distantly relat-

analysis may be helpful with this.

amino acid residues. The choice of

ed species). Some conserved events

method has a great impact on the

appear surprisingly old; those shared

Biological relations Studying

phosphoproteome measured and thus

by plant and animals suggest conser-

the phosphoproteome requires

also on the overlap between phos-

vation over the time scale of a billion

both large quantities of data and

phoproteomes sampled in different

years. Although only a few phosphor-

tools for computational analysis.

experiments [2]. Finally, the specific

ylation residues were shared between

In our study we used comparative

biological conditions during sampling

datasets of species as divergent as

techniques to analyze high-throughput

may complicate comparative phos-

plants and animals, the overlaps

phosphoproteomics datasets available

phoproteomics. A yeast cell growing in

between phosphoproteomes of dif-

from literature. After all, comparative

rich nutrient medium is a ‘happy’ cell

ferent species are significantly larger

sequence analysis is arguably the most

and will show a different set of active

than expected by chance. The number
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of shared phosphorylations is not only

Wealth of data A year has passed

that the rapidly growing amount of

significant; it also contains a strong

since we selected the six datasets we

data from high-throughput mass

evolutionary signal. Using the so-

used in the analysis described above

spectrometry analysis will lead to

called neighbour-joining tree as dis-

and during that time the feasible size

comparative phosphoproteomics as a

tance measure, the overlap between

of phosphoproteomes has increased

powerful tool in predicting, evaluating

the datasets has the same topology

substantially. The datasets we used

and understanding reversible

as the tree of life (see figure). This

ranged from 700 to approximately

phosphorylation.

tree thus reveals that the amount

3,000 phosphosites. Although all

of shared phosphorylation events

of these datasets were published

between two species is determined by

relatively recently (the oldest dataset
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their evolutionary distance.
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many as 10,000 sites. Comparative
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phosphoproteomics seems to be

whether this also holds for phospho-

a promising means to exploit this

rylation events and we found clear

wealth of data. For example it may be

evidence for functional trend in con-

suitable for interpreting the outcome

served phosphorylation sites. Com-

of a single phosphoproteomics
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experiment or it may be applied to

single species, relatively many phos-
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or for elucidating the evolution of the
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≥ Key concepts
≥ Phosphorylation is enzymatic catalysed by kinases

yeast

zebrafish

which the phosphogroups covalently attach to
serine, threonine and tyrosine residues.

m ouse

≥	All phosphorylation events in a cell are collectively
called the phosphoproteome.
≥ High-throughput phosphoproteomics experiments
based on mass spectrometry methods are used to
identify peptides containing phosphorylated amino
acids.
≥	The presence of functionally and evolutionarily

hum an

arabidopsis

significant overlap between high-throughput phos-

fly

phoproteomics experiments allows the prediction
and evaluation of phosphorylation networks.
≥ Comparative analysis provides a framework for
analysing phosphoproteomes and generating new
biological insights.
≥ Comparative genomics and transcriptomics are well
established bioinformatics tools for the elucidation
of protein functions and biological networks, similarly comparative phosphoproteomics seems to be a
promising bioinformatics tool for elucidating the
evolutionary and functional dynamics of reversible
phosphorylation
≥	The work described in this article was done in close
collaboration with Albert Heck and Bas van Breukelen of the Netherlands Proteomics Center, as part of
a BioRange project coordinated by NBIC.
≥	A paper on this work has been published in Genome
Biology (reference 3).
By the editors

phylogeny
Phosphorylation follows phylogeny. This neighbour-joining tree is
generated using the overlap between phosphoproteomes as a distance
measure. If the tree is rooted at the branch marked with the

 , the

topology of this tree is identical to the topology of the tree of life
of the six presented species.
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By Peter van Baarlen

Transcriptomics gains
insight into the complex
human gut system

H

umans do not respond similarly

transcripts in cells or tissues, has

USA) can be searched in order to find

to food components and food

been established as a reliable method

well-characterised datasets. These

supplements or to common

to investigate how cells respond to

are statistically similar to a given

medication. These differential

changes in their environment.

dataset which enables the biologi-

responses have a genetic basis but

Transcriptomics offers sophisticated

cal interpretation of differential gene

are also influenced by interactions

in silico tools for data statistical

expression. This approach has proven

with the commensal gut microbes.

analysis and comparisons between

to be successful in several scientific

Transcriptomics can be used to

experiments. It also makes it possible

disciplines varying from plant scienc-

investigate the genetic regulation of

to use the knowledge of the proteins

es to human medical biology [1].

this complex interplay in vivo.

that are encoded by the expressed

It also helps to complement deficient

genes. It is now possible to construct

data in histology and proteomics

The presence of commensal bacteria

interaction maps of the proteins

obtained in less well studied interac-

in the human gut is essential for prop-

encoded by differentially transcribed

tion models [2].

er intestinal function. Healthy adults

genes, for instance protein-protein

have developed a tolerance towards

interaction maps. By plotting gene

Complex and large datasets

commensal bacteria and normal food

transcription information (up/

One of the most important parts of

components, an ability that is lacking

down regulation, fold-changes)

our research involves the visualisation

in persons suffering from intestinal

onto protein-protein interaction

of complex and large datasets. We aim

bowel diseases such as Crohn’s dis-

maps, it is possible to find subsets

to translate such datasets into imag-

ease or coeliac disease. We are inter-

of differentially expressed genes

es that are meaningful to biologists or

ested in unravelling the genetic deter-

of which the encoded proteins do

scientists in the medical profession.

mination of tolerance. To investigate

interact directly or indirectly. If

Current sophisticated software tools,

this, we perform clinical trials where

these maps contain regulators like

which operate in a highly interactive

healthy adults drink preparations of

transcription factors or kinases, the

fashion, provide expert-annotated

common Lactobacillus plantarum bac-

resulting networks are often termed

database information within an exten-

teria (the bacteria that ferment white

(gene) regulatory networks.

sive graphical interface. By using such

cabbage into sauerkraut) or drink

In our study we used advanced in sili-

tools, it is possible to reconstruct

probiotic Lactobacillus bacteria that

co graphical visualisation techniques

complex cellular pathways and regu-

are added to dairy products. We use

to ‘transform’ microarray expres-

latory networks, filter these for spe-

microarray expression profiling

sion data into cellular pathways that

cific cell types or organisms, search

to measure in vivo transcriptional

have known biological relevance.

for correlations with known diseases

changes after consumption of

These pathways relate for instance

or phenotypes and compare datasets

bacteria.

to growth factor receptor signalling,

from multiple experiments. Further-

cell cycle progression or programmed

more, direct links to scientific litera-

In silico tools Genomics

cell death. Further biological ‘context’

ture enables the convenient explora-

approaches have shown enormous

for microarray expression data can

tion of very complex datasets.

potential to complement research and

be obtained by searching for correla-

For biological pathways, factors such

to find leads to genes associated with

tions with other data sources such as

as subcellular protein localisation

complex diseases, and leads to novel

Medline and PubChem. Public expres-

and cell type are important issues. An

drug targets. Of these techniques,

sion datasets as provided by the MSig

example of data visualisation is shown

transcriptomics, the study of all gene

database (Broad Institute, Cambridge,

on the facing page. The model illus-
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trates the involvement of a transcrip-

their gut microbiota. On the other

disease. Similarly, it is feasible to

tion factor complex, nuclear factor κB

hand, we found that the approach

investigate non- or hyper-responsive-

(NF-κB), after consumption of the lac-

gives notoriously complex results due

ness to certain food components such

tic acid bacterium L. plantarum. This

to large response variation between

as saturated fatty acids.

visualisation, drawn by using standard

persons. Nevertheless, microarray

graphical software, is based on path-

expression profiling has proved to be

way exploration, dataset comparisons

sensitive enough to obtain genome-

and extracts from scientific literature.

wide alterations in gene expression

This highly simplified model was part

of complex tissues such as small

of the basis of a recent publication

intestinal mucosa, a tissue that

describing how the small intestines of

contains epithelial cells as well as a

healthy humans respond differentially

diversity of immune cells.

to preparations of the same bacterial

Our research has shown that it is tech-

isolate that were either growing expo-

nically feasible to study in vivo human

nentially, stationary or were heat-

responses to harmless bacteria and

killed prior to consumption [3].

with such sensitivity that we can now
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study groups of persons that differ in
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Successful approach From

clinical responses to bacteria. This

our study we conclude that clinical

opens up avenues to study the role of

trials following a placebo-controlled

the microbiota in health and disease,

randomised cross-over design

for instance by analysing transcrip-

have great potential for elucidating

tomes from biopsies from healthy per-

interactions between humans and

sons and from patients with Crohn’s

contact
Peter van Baarlen, PhD
Animal Sciences Wageningen University
PO Box 338
6700 AH Wageningen
Web: www.wageningenuniversiteit.nl
E-mail: peter.vanbaarlen@wur.nl

≥ Key concepts

L. plantarum

≥	Tolerance is the general term describing the state in

TLR

which the immune system is rendered nonreactive

A
F11
FRS
TN TN
Fα

toward self- or non-self antigens.
≥	The complex interplay between food, microbiota and
the gut immune system makes tolerance very diffi-

TNFR signalling
to NF-κB

cult to study. Transcriptomics provides a helpful tool
RelB
p100

gene expression profiling.
≥	Advanced data visualisation and pathway analysis

inhibition nuclear
translocation
of NF-κB by
IκBα and BCL-3

Lactobacillus plantarum

enable the combining of expression data with protein-protein interaction maps and subsequently con-

intestinal lumen

struct regulatory networks and cellular pathways.

mucus layer

X

p50
p52
p52
IκBα
RelB
BCL-3
BCL-3
IκBα
X

a given cell type or tissue, for instance by microarray

no expression of
pro-inflammatory
genes

antigen

p52
p50

X
X

≥	Transcriptomics characterises all gene transcripts in

p52
RelB

A20

p100
p50

A20

inhibition NF-κB
cascade and TNFinduced apoptosis
by A20

X

≥	The author describes the use of transcriptromics
NF-κB
X

to investigate how the small intestine of healthy
of common lactic acid producing bacteria. This

lamina propria

enterocyte

Tn

which specific pathways are modulated by the differ-

gramme coordinated by NBIC and a paper of the
study is published in PNAS (reference 3).

IL-2

CD4+
Th0

CD4+
Th0
CD4+
Th0

no TSLP and AID transcription,
no IL-1 production,
SLPI downregulated,
BAFF not regulated

IgA

1

X X

dendritic cell
Bn
Bn

CD4+
Th0

no DC-dependent
modulation of CD4+
T cell homeostatis
or survival

Microbe Interactomics group of the Wageningen Uni-

≥	The study was supported by the BioRange pro-

X
Tn

≥	The multidisciplinary study was done in the Host-

group of TI Food and Nutrition (TIFN).

X

dendritic cell

Tn

ent bacterial preparations.

versity in close cooperation with the Nutrigenomics

Paneth cell

IL-2
Tn

approach has proven to be successful for pinpointing

X

persons respond in vivo to different preparations

no DC-dependent
promoted maturation
of naive B cells,
no IgA class switching

immature
(naive)
B-cell

data visualisation
Mucosa consist of one single cell layer of epithelial cells (yellow) that are at the top side in contact with the gut contents (light
blue), and at the basal side with the connective tissue harbouring
immune cells (darker blue). The enlarged epithelial cell depicts
several proteins of which the encoding genes were upregulated after
consumption of Lactobacillus plantarum bacteria. These proteins represent subunits of the transcription factor complex NF-κB, a major reg-

By the editors

ulator of immune responses, together with NF-κB-inhibitory proteins.
Based on these and other expression data, we predicted how a state
of non-responsiveness to the harmless L. plantarum bacteria would be
reached and verified this by histology.
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By Lilian Vermeer

MOLGENIS: open source
framework for postgenomics data handling

S

haring and integrating biological data between many different experiments and
laboratories is essential to study how biological systems function. However, it proves
difficult to tailor existing software or to glue together different software components

so that these new experiments are accommodated. Morris Swertz from the University Medical

Center Groningen designed a minimal computer language and a software generator called
MOLGENIS to quickly produce the customized infrastructures that systems biologists really
want to have.

The vast increase of life science

reusable building blocks Swertz first

metabolomics data from plant experi-

research data requires new invest-

created a so-called ‘domain specific

ments.

ments in software to handle and ana-

language’ (DSL). This enables bio-

MOLGENIS is an open source frame-

lyze all this new data. Bioinformati-

informaticists to define the data types

work to handle the enormous floods

cians mostly designed and still design

and user interfaces of their research

of post-genomic data. “The advantage

their own specific software in which

software using less and easier to

of this information management sys-

they use existing software infrastruc-

learn commands than using a ‘gen-

tem is that it greatly reduces the pro-

tures adapted to local needs. “It is

eral programming language’ like Java.

gramming expertise and time needed

fairly easy to copy reusable blocks of

Swertz furthermore developed a soft-

to create new software and tune it to

code from earlier systems into your

ware generator (MOLGENIS) to auto-

new research needs,” says Swertz.

own new program,” explains Swertz.

matically translate such high-level

“Whenever you want to change or

“But such systems will quickly grow

DSL ‘blueprint’ into a code or low-level

add functionality, you just update the

very large and larger systems are

instructions that the computer under-

descriptions in DSL and MOLGENIS

exponentially more difficult and time

stands. With these instructions a

generates a new version of software.”

consuming to maintain or update to

full-fledged web database can be

If required handwritten programs can

new research.”

produced to manage, track and

be added to the generated software

To enable the development of tai-

exchange raw data, results and

as ‘plug-ins’, to incorporate very spe-

lor-made software from a menu of

protocols, for example for managing

cific statistical analysis for example.
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matics Centre offered him a PhD posi-

new and different types of experi-

received his PhD degree from the Uni-

tion. As the turbulent environment of

ments from several projects includ-

versity of Groningen for his research

bioinformatics appealed very much

ing the EU-CASIMIR consortium for

on ‘dynamic software infrastruc-

to Swertz as opposed to his previous

mouse databases, the EU-GEN2PHEN

tures for the life sciences’ in February

experience in the business world, he

consortium for human experiments

2008 and is now working at the UMCG

decided to accept.

and NBIC/BioAssist consortia for pro-

Genetics department. Before his
PhD research he had already developed the first prototype of MOLGENIS
in 2002. Just after his graduation in
Technology Management Swertz set
up a company. His first customer, the
biological Department of Molecular
Genetics of the University of Groningen, required a central database
system to track microarray data to
save the researchers data scattered
on their own PCs. Swertz used MOLGENIS to tailor and generate a sys-

teomics, metabolomics and biobank-

“With more and
more groups
using MOLGENIS
even more features
become available
‘for free’ at the
next run of the
generator”

tem which enabled the researchers

ing. Currently Swertz’s main research
is on ‘XGAP’, the Xtensible Genotype
And Phenotype database platform.
“This open source project aims to
support researchers wanting to bring
together experimental data and analysis on multiple levels (genotype,
RNA, protein, metabolites and phenotypes) from man, mice and plants
in order to link DNA variants and disease phenotypes for example. Using
MOLGENIS we generated a simple file
format to exchange data, a good data-

to centrally administer and trace all

With life sciences becoming more

base platform to store data and rich

the steps of the microarray experi-

data intensive more researchers came

user interfaces to integrate relevant

ments, from production of the micro-

to Swertz with similar software chal-

software packages, such as R/QTL(for

array slides to analysis of the spots

lenges and started using MOLGENIS.

quantitative trait loci), to enable map-

on the slides. Following this success

Since 2002 MOLGENIS has been

ping of phenotypes to a certain region

the newly formed Groningen Bioinfor-

improved and extended to support

on the DNA.”

THE USER

Floris Sluiter and Machiel Jansen

Abma determined which data should

NBIC-BioAssist scientific program-

from SARA Amsterdam pointed Abma

be saved in the metabolomics data-

mer at the University Medical Cen-

towards the possibilities of MOL-

base. “The database will be suit-

tre Utrecht, Department of Meta-

GENIS. Abma: “Within NBIC there are

able for human and mice data, but we

bolic and Endocrine Diseases and

regular meetings between the sci-

also want to expand it to plant data.

has been involved in setting up the

entific programmers of the different

Fortunately two new colleague pro-

metabolomics data support plat-

research groups. At these meetings I

grammers have just been recruited.

form for the Netherlands Metabolics

noticed that many other programmers

Together we can divide the different

Centre (NMC) since January 2008.

are involved in similar problems. Of

tasks involved in this large project in

“Researchers in the metabolomics

course it’s a waste of time and money

which research groups from Leiden,

field require a data warehouse in

to all develop the same software

Wageningen, Amsterdam, Utrecht and

which their MS measurements of

tools. So whenever you can reuse or

TNO collaborate.”

patient and animal material can be

automatically generate software code

stored and which includes metadata

it saves a lot of time.”

like the source of the sample, who

With MOLGENIS Abma generated the

did the experiment, when was it per-

software code for the fundamental

formed, et cetera. Users should be

database with web-services, que-

able to easily see an overview of their

ries and an interface for the users.

data, be able to retrieve them and

To meet the specific requirements of

apply statistics to it.”

the metabolomics users he is creat-

Abma has finished the first prototype

ing custom interfaces which resem-

of the data warehouse which will be

ble the workflow. By interviewing

presented at the monthly NMC meet-

several of the researchers and look-

ing. The basis of the warehouse was

ing at the Metabolomics Standards

created with DSL and MOLGENIS.

Initiative which develops standards,

Note

Internet

MOLGENIS (Molecular Genetics Information

Since 2007 MOLGENIS is freely accessible

System) provides an open source framework

as an open source on the internet at

to handle the enormous floods of post-genomic

http://www.molgenis.org

data.

Tjeerd Abma is a

“The metabolomics
database is built in a
modular way so that
new modules can
easily be added”
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Computers and drug discovery

By Bastienne Wentzel

Construction and
data mining of
chemical and
biological databases

The research described here resulted from the close
cooperation between the LACDR and LIACS research
centres in Leiden. Jeroen Kazius was a PhD student
from 2003 to 2007 at the Medicinal Chemistry group
of the Leiden University and the Leiden/Amsterdam
Center for Drug Research (LACDR), supervised by
Gorlaeus Laboratoria, Leiden.

Professor Ad IJzerman. He worked closely together
with Siegfried Nijssen who was a PhD student at the
Algorithms Cluster of the Leiden Institute of Advanced
Computer Science (LIACS), supervised by Professor

Predicting biological activity of compounds

Joost Kok. The former institute is mainly involved in

accurately is of great importance in

drug research. At the latter, mathematical and compu-

the development of new drugs. Not only

ter research is the core business. Kazius says: “It was

bioinformatics methods are used to predict

so easy to drop in and discuss ideas or problems thanks

for example receptor interaction with a

to the small physical distance between the collaborat-

drug, but also cheminformatics methods to

ing institutes. This way of working is very stimulating

predict the possible toxicity of a potential

and I feel that it has given us many opportunities.”

drug molecule. Jeroen Kazius has constructed
extensive databases and designed new data

http://www.lacdr.nl/

mining methods which can more accurately

http://www.liacs.nl/

predict such activities.

Jeroen Kazius’s thesis is not about bioinformatics alone.

Kazius constructed and used biological and chemical

It is also about cheminformatics, the chemical counterpart

databases that were not available yet. Then he designed

of biological informatics. The two are similar yet different,

ways to predict certain properties of a new structure more

he explains. “Both informatics fields use algorithms that

accurately by using information from these databases.

look for patterns in a data set but the type of data is very

The bioinformatics part of the research focuses on a par-

different. Bioinformatics tools often handle sequences of

ticularly important protein superfamily, G protein-coupled

letters to encode genes or proteins. Cheminformatics is

receptors (GPCRs). About half of the known drugs interact

about analysing small molecules. These are mostly rep-

with these proteins. Therefore they are an important target

resented by a two-dimensional structure. Therefore the

for the pharmaceutical industry.

algorithms used are very different.”
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Collecting data Kazius collected GPCR data from

result is a system that can predict biological activity a lot

electronic sources and from printed literature and

better.” In one of the tests, the error in the prediction of

constructed a new database called NaVa (from natural

mutagenicity was reduced from 30% using only linear test

variants). “Selecting this data is time consuming because

structures to about 20% using all complex patterns. Fur-

it has to be checked manually,” Kazius explains. “Data can

thermore, new toxic substructures were discovered, such

be erroneous or outdated. We have developed software

as the polycyclic planar system, as well as new toxicity-

to check data automatically but some of it still needs to

reducing substructures, like a trifluoromethyl substitu-

be done manually by humans.” The researchers initially

ent. “Nevertheless, there is always room for improvement.

focused on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) but

For one, many people underestimate the complexity and

chose to also include rare mutations. Later the database

restrictions for the use of the available chemical data

was extended with further types of variants, such as copy

bases for the prediction of toxicity or other biological

number variations (CNVs). Kazius observed that few of the

activities. When you predict toxicity of a new heterocyclic

single nucleotide polymorphisms were convincingly linked

compound, the value of your toxicity prediction will be next

to disease susceptibility in contrast to rare mutations with

to worthless if your prediction was derived from steroids.

a drastic effect on phenotype.

For that reason it is very important to indicate the reliabil-

The aim of the database is to provide an overview of vari-

ity of the prediction. It was not possible to also tackle this

ants that occur naturally in human GPCRs. Furthermore

issue during my time as a PhD student, but I am actively

the variants were linked to health data and to frequency

working on this now.”

data which enables the distinction between rare disease
mutations and common, often harmless polymorphisms.

Charity After his thesis defence, Kazius started

The database now contains almost 80,000 variants. “When

the company Curios-IT (www.curios-it.com ). Kazius is

we mapped these variants on the 3D structure of GPCRs,

introducing speed improvements and features to a new

we found certain trends,” Kazius says. “For example,

method of substructure mining. “But not all work is

mutations in the membrane domain of the receptor lead

scientific. I expect the graphical interface to be ready

to disease more often than in the sites outside the mem-

within months,” he says. “Then I hope to start selling the

brane. Also most diseases causing mutations were found

tool”. There are already about forty interested parties.

on the inside of this conserved 3D structure of GPCRs

Most of these are foreign companies, not only from the

whereas mutations on the outside rarely lead to diseases.”

pharmaceutical industry as Kazius expected but also
in the food and cosmetics industry. “Pharmaceutical

Cheminformatics By investigating genetic variants

researchers could use this tool for prediction at any stage

for disease-causing features, the efficacy of certain

of drug discovery but they could also use it more actively

drugs on GPCRs may be explained but developing new

with new data from high throughput screening. But

drugs requires information about the chemical structure

apparently, it is also very important for other industries to

of these compounds. Affinity is only one property that

accurately predict toxicity. More than I expected. They too

a drug candidate requires. Promising compounds are

need biological activity but not toxicity.” A special feature

commercially unviable when they are, for example,

of the company is its link with the Research For Charity

mutagenic, introducing possibly malicious mutations into

Foundation (www.rfcf.org), which enables all Curios-IT’s

DNA. The accuracy of mutagenicity predictions is therefore

profits to be donated to charities such as WWF, Red Cross

important to the pharmaceutical, food and cosmetic

and Oxfam.

industries.
Kazius investigated the chemical features that correlate
with biological activity by constructing a large dataset to
identify and analyse toxic and nontoxic substructures that

name:

Jeroen Kazius

are useful for prediction. The aim is to find and predict the

Promotors:	Prof. Dr. A.P. IJzerman,

relationship between toxicity and chemical structure of a

Thesis title:	Computers and drug discovery

University:	Leiden University
	Prof. Dr. J. N. Kok

molecule. “The overall aim of our study is older than I am,”

– construction and data
mining of chemical and

explains Kazius. “But I feel that we have shown that new

biological databases

computational methods can really contribute to our understanding of biologically relevant chemical features. The
speed of this new method enabled us to consider far larger

PhD obtained on 11 June 2008

and more intricate chemical substructures.”
The researchers introduced a more complex data mining
method. These so-called substructure mining algorithms
are important drug discovery tools. The method involves
looking at all possible substructures in a dataset instead
of only small, linear fragments. The algorithm for the substructure data mining method was developed by Kazius’
colleague, PhD student Siegfried Nijssen. Kazius: “I combined his algorithm with extra chemical information. The

Additional information
1. Kazius J., et al. (2008) GPCR NaVa database: natural variants in human
G protein-coupled receptors. Human Mutation, 29(1), 39-44.
2. Kazius, J., et al. (2005) Derivation and validation of toxicophores for
mutagenicity prediction. Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 48(1),
312-320.
3.	Helma, C., Kazius, J. (2006) Artificial intelligence and data mining
for toxicity prediction. Current Computer-Aided Drug Design, 2(2), 123-133.
4. Kazius, J., et al. (2006) Substructure mining using elaborate chemical
representation. Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling, 46(2),
597-605.
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Seven questions for
Jeroen de Ridder
BY BASTIENNE WENTZEL
Name:

Jeroen de Ridder

Date of Birth:

7th April 1981

Place of Birth:	Curaçao
Nationality:

Dutch

Status:	Living together
Study:	Electrical Engineering, TU Delft
Career:	PhD at TU Delft and NKI/AvL Amsterdam
Hobbies:	Sport

1. Who is Jeroen de Ridder?
I was born in Curaçao, went to school in Utrecht and then

5. What is your position as a bioinformatician within
the groups you work in?

decided to pursue an Electrical Engineering Bachelor in

At the NKI, there are several bioinformatics researchers

Delft. For my Master’s thesis I chose a project in the field

and two statisticians but my physical location is a shared

of bioinformatics. I found this to be an intriguing field

office with biologists close to where the actual data is pro-

because it is fairly broad and tries to elucidate the fasci-

duced. There is a good synergy there, where we learn from

nating world of molecular biology with a computer science

each other. The bioinformatics group in Delft is embedded

approach.

in an informatics department (Information and Communication Theory). The advantage is that it is easy to interact

2. Why did you switch from Electrical Engineering

with, for example, pattern recognition specialists who are

to Bioinformatics?

really on the mathematical end of the scale. Bioinformati-

This switch is not as unusual as it sounds. The bioinfor-

cians are in the middle between biologists and these spe-

matics group in Delft has its roots in the faculty of Elec-

cialists. This is one of the aspects I like most about bio

trical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science.

informatics.

Marcel Reinders and Lodewyk Wessels, who are now my
supervisors, successfully applied their machine learning

6. Last year you entered the organization committee of

knowledge to biological data, which ultimately resulted

the Student Council Symposium. What was your motive

in adopting a new field within the department, the field of

and what is this symposium?

bioinformatics. Subsequently, Wessels moved to the NKI/

The Student Council Symposium will be held in Stockholm

AvL in Amsterdam and founded the Bioinformatics and

(June 27th) the day before the main bioinformatics con-

Statistics group where I work two days a week on my PhD

ference ISMB. This is the most important annual event of

research. The other three days I work in Delft.

the Student Council, the student branch of the International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB). One of

3. What is your PhD research about?

the aspects I like most is that the symposium allows me

At the NKI an exceptional dataset was generated contain-

to meet other PhD students before the main conference

ing the viral mutations in the DNA of mice with tumours.

starts. During this massive event it is easier to make con-

During my masters, I developed a solution to handle the

tacts if you already know some people.

statistics of this complicated data set. I initially declined
an offer for a PhD position because I wanted to work in
industry. I stayed because this dataset still could answer

7. What message would you give the Interface
readers?

so many challenging research questions that highly

Interaction is very important in research. It is not my style

intrigued me.

to sit on an island and produce a thesis after four years
and that is that. Thanks to NBIC and RSG (Regional Student

4. What did you do during your stay in the US?

Group) it is very easy to speak with other bioinformaticians

I visited Ilya Shmulevich’s lab at the Institute for Systems

in the Netherlands but it is also essential to speak with

Biology (ISB) in Seattle for a total of six months. This is one

other disciplines. Being in one office with for example biol-

of the world’s top institutes in this field. I worked on multi

ogists is very useful.

scale methods, which we also used for the analysis of the

Altogether, I believe that one can only become inspired and

mouse tumour dataset and studied these on a fundamen-

motivated through interaction with all these different

tal, mathematical level. We found that, by linking the data

people in these different fields.

of genes within pathways, it is possible to improve the
association between mutations near genes and the occurrence of a tumour.
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news
NBIC Conference 2009

was invited to speak about novel

Hestand of Leiden University Medical

The 3rd annual NBIC Conference, held

methods for computational analysis

Centre (LUMC) with his software

on March 17 and 18 in Lunteren, was

of transcriptomes which yield more

called GAPSS: General Analysis

visited by over 250 researchers in

accurate ways of gene prediction.

Pipeline for Second-generation

bioinformatics, both from academia

A completely different subject was

Sequencers. Out of 20 projects

and industry. The meeting offered

handled by Prof. Eske Willerslev

selected for presentation in one

a diverse menu with international

(University of Copenhagen, Denmark)

of the meeting sessions, Marco de

guest speakers and presentations

who gave an overview of the research

Groot (Delft University of Technology)

of a selection of NBIC-BioRange

into ancient DNA from fossil remains

was awarded the 2009 prize for best

projects, as well as workshops,

for evolutionary and population

scientific presentation entitled

poster presentations, an application

genetics studies. Retrieval of high

‘Metabolic Network Reconstruction

showcase and a meeting of NBIC

quality reliable source material is not

based on a-specific enzyme activity’.

PhD students. Four international

an easy task in this field. Dr. Ruiquian

Another LUMC PhD student, Chris

guest speakers were invited to give

Li of the Beijing Genomics Institute

Lauber, received the award for best

a keynote lecture: Prof. Lars Juhl

(BGI) in Shenzhen (China) gave an

poster on a new quantitative method

Jensen (European Molecular Biology

impressive overview of the scientific

to classify RNA viruses based upon

Laboratory, EMBL) spoke about

approaches and achievements in the

pair wise evolutionary analysis.

uncovering protein kinase signalling

area of next generation sequencing

Dr. Barend Mons was invited to

networks through integration data

and associated bioinformatics in

introduce the Concept Web Alliance,

and his internationally acclaimed

which BGI has developed rapidly into

a global collaboration initiative

STRING database. Dr. Gunnar Rätsch

one of the major players.

on semantic technologies for the

(Friedrich Miescher Laboratory of

The winner of this year’s Application

life sciences, started from the

the Max Planck Society, Germany)

Showcase Award was Matthew

Netherlands.

BioCatalogue

build and maintain a comprehensive,

active partner in this project and will

BioCatalogue (http://www.bio

managed catalogue of Web Services

promote and facilitate the annotation

catalogue.org/) is a UK project,

for the international life sciences

and dissemination of NBIC (BioAssist)
web-services through this catalogue.

started in May 2008, by the

community. The first release of this

myGrid team at the University of

catalogue is expected in the very

Manchester and the EMBL-EBI to

near future. NBIC has become an

22
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Partner in inter
national systems
biology initiative

healthcare and ii) ICT-based tools for

European network and contributes

modelling and simulation of human

via Dr. Hans van Beek’s group at the

physiology and disease-related

Free University of Amsterdam. The

The Virtual Physiological Human

processes. VPH has developed a

partnership will facilitate the link

(VPH) Network of Excellence (http://

ToolKit and associated infrastructural

between VPH and Dutch systems

www.vph-noe.eu/VPH) is designed

resources for integration of models

biology researchers and the groups

to foster, harmonise and integrate

and data across the various relevant

involved in the BioAssist Systems

pan-European research in the field of

levels of the physiological structure

bioinformatics platform that is being

i) patient-specific computer models

and functional organization. NBIC

set up with NCSB, the Netherlands

for personalised and predictive

has become a partner in this large

Consortium for Systems Biology.

Travelling DNA-labs recorded

(www.bioinformatica-in-de-klas.nl,

Conference on March 17. You can

50,000th student

www.bioinformatics-at-school.eu).

read more about the course in the

NBIC Education:
BioWise Highlights

On March 26, the Dutch minister

section ‘course’ of this issue of

of Education, Culture and Science,

First course NBIC PhD School

Interface.

Ronald Plasterk, congratulated the

a success

The course is part of the technology

50,000th student who participated

The first course at the NBIC Phd

track of the Education Programme

in a travelling DNA-lab. One sixth

School was organized in January

of the NBIC PhD School. More

of all Dutch high school students

this year. The course on Pattern

information can be found on the

have got to know a DNA-lab in their

Recognition was organized by

NBIC website: http://www.nbic.nl/

classroom in the past three years.

Dr. de Ridder at the TU Delft and

biowise/school/EduProg/.

NBIC participates in this national

attracted 23 PhD students and

The second course at the PhD

education project (www.dnalabs.nl,

postdocs in bioinformatics. The

school will be about Information

www.dnalabs.eu) with a travelling

course certificates were handed out

Management (May 25-29, 2009 in

DNA-lab on bioinformatics

to the participants at the NBIC

Amsterdam).

NBIC Research:
BioRange Highlights
Knowledge base

with NIZO food research, TI Food

any microorganism. Published in

Researchers at AMC have developed

and Nutrition and Kluyver Centre.

Bioinformatics: 2009 25(3):309-314.

the peroxisome knowledge base

He developed ‘PanCGH’, a novel

(bioexpert.nl) and published their

genotype-calling algorithm for the

Collaboration with NKI

results in Bioinformatics by PhD

biological interpretation of species-

In a joint venture of the Netherlands

student Marcel Willemsen and

level using pangenome CGH arrays.

Cancer Institute (NKI) and the Delft

colleagues. BioExpert is a repository

In contrast to conventional CGH

University of Technology NBIC-

that contains information about

arrays, these pangenome arrays

BioRange, PhD student Wouter

key metabolic pathways and

allow the comparison of strains

Meuleman developed a new approach

peroxisome-related disorders. An

that are relatively diverse in terms

example is Refsum disease, a serious

of genome sequence. Information

for the analysis of metabolites using
SELDI-TOF1 mass spectrometry,

eye disorder which could develop

obtained from sequenced reference

based on the application of wavelets

into total blindness. This work was

strains was incorporated to compare

to single-shot sub-spectra in

performed in collaboration with the

strains not only by signal intensities

combination with a novel statistical

Bochum University (Germany) and is

of individual probes, but also at the

framework. This yields as shown a

embedded in a larger EU peroxisome

level of the inferred genotype, or more

higher sensitivity and specificity as

project (www.peroxisome.eu).

specifically, the presence and absence

compared to other available methods.

Bioinformatics, 2008. 24(16): p. i21-i27.

of members of ortholog groups. The

In addition, broad peaks obtained in

results show that the novel genotype-

classical analyses can now be shown

Tool for genotyping

calling algorithm predicts a genotype

to consist of several narrower peaks,

Comparative genomic hybridization

with high accuracy and enables the

possibly providing the opportunity

(CGH) is a powerful tool to indentify

extraction of relevant biological

to detect specific modifications to

the genotype of unknown bacteria.

information for unsequenced strains.

the original molecules. The results

This is the result of work by NBIC-

Since the threshold is determined

have recently been published in BMC

BioRange PhD student Jumamurat

from training data, the PanCGH

Bioinformatics (BMC Bioinformatics

Bayjanov of Radboud University

algorithm can be applied to arrays

2009, 10(Suppl 1):S51.

Medical Centre, in collaboration

that target the pangenome of

1 surface-enhanced laser desorption and ionisation time-of-flight
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NBIC support:
BioAssist Highlights
Bioinformatics for Biobanking

for biobanking was presented as

analysis and handling of proteomics

On March 16th 2009, NBIC organized

well. This platform is being set up to

mass spectrometry data, including

the first Dutch Bioinformatics

support studies which link molecular

graphical user interfaces (GUI) to

for BioBanking meeting to bridge

research data to clinical information.

allow users easy access to these

research and bioinformatics efforts in

For the molecular side of these

tools. A software platform has

this area of clinical research.

projects, Genome Wide Association

been created with a database

Dr. Morris Swertz (Groningen

(GWA) studies are important to find

handling suite to efficiently employ

University Medical Centre) was

associations between genomic

the international PRIDE repository

chairman of the meeting. The objective

variants and (disease) phenotype.

database and functionalities to

was to bring Dutch Biobank owners

One of the first objectives of the

enable running modular pipelines.

and international (bio)informatics

platform is to build an integrated

Furthermore, a pipeline for label-free

infrastructure initiatives together in

repository of genotypes of individuals

analysis has been developed which

order to discuss how we can make

from NL Biobanks that can be used to

allows efficient use of the Dutch Life

the most of NL biobanks today.

generate a collaborative control sets

Science Grid (BiG Grid) infrastructure,

Representatives of Dutch initiatives

for GWA studies.

e.g. for batch execution of multiple

such as Parelsnoer, BBMRI, LifeLines

time alignments of proteomics

and other patient cohort studies

Bioinformatics and proteomics

spectrums. In collaboration with NPC

exchanged ideas on the challenges

The NBIC BioAssist proteomics

a proteomics search engine has been

to be addressed together. The first

platform is being developed

installed on the Life Science Grid.

project by the NBIC BioAssist platform

in close collaboration with the
Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre.
NBIC BioAssist programmers have

 Jan-Eric Litton of the Karolinska Institute
gave a presentation on the BioBank Information Management System (BIMS).

developed several bioinformatics
tools and modular pipelines for the

 Together with SARA a portal was developed
for the identifying MS/MS peptide spectra
by searching libraries of known protein
sequences. This portal is generic and will
be extended with other programs.
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Grid computing for life sciences: How to create value?
It is believed that grid computing is a crucial technology for solving
complex problems in the life sciences and probably explains why
so many grid computing projects are funded world-wide.
The Netherlands has its own grid program: BigGrid with a budget of
30 million Euros over a four-year period. According to the BigGrid
website: “the realization of the BigGrid is crucial to the success and
continuity of many Dutch research communities, covering important
areas such as life sciences, astronomy, particle physics, meteorology,
and climate research, water management, to name just a few”.
Quite a statement! To find out if the statement is realistic it is
important to distinguish three types of grids: compute grids,
data grids and knowledge grids.
In the field of particle physics and astronomy for example, grid technology
has a proven track record. In these areas, the computational tasks
and data storage needs are often well defined. Connecting existing
compute resources to perform data-intensive computational tasks is
relatively simple and a typical example of a compute grid application. Is
applying grid computing also that straightforward in the life sciences?
Apparently there is a demand for grid-based solutions in this field
as well, after all the Netherlands Bio-Informatics Centre (NBIC), part
of the Netherlands Genomics Initiative, was one of the initiators of
BigGrid.
The scientific challenges in the life sciences are different from the
problems in particle physics and astronomy. Bioinformatics
applications are much more diverse; biological data sets are typically
very heterogeneous and the underlying fundamental biology is

Global Head Molecular Design & Informatics,

complex. This also explains why the field of bioinformatics is still

Schering Plough Research Institute.

constantly evolving and developing new algorithms based on new

Head Computational Drug Discovery Group
Center for Molecular and Biomolecular
Informatics (CMBI).

insights gained in mathematics, statistics and informatics to increase
the ability to study and understand complex biological systems.
From an ICT perspective, it is challenging to set up distributed computing
environments and for several scientific and technological areas it will
undoubtedly be useful. However, I am not convinced this is true for
the life sciences as well. There are currently no compelling examples
that were significantly enabled by the use of grid computing beyond
techniques accessible with previously existing computing resources.
Probably it is more cost-effective to centralize the computer and
data storage systems for bioinformatics. This may even speed up the
scientific developments that are often dependant on stable computer
environments.
Does this make the BigGrid initiative less relevant for the life sciences?
No, but it will be crucial to focus first of all on the underlying
knowledge, capabilities and limitations of grid architecture rather
than developing compute grids or solving specific ICT problems.
For example the concept of “cloud computing” (massively scalable
IT capabilities) takes on an interesting dimension in that it tries to
address the shortcomings of grid technology. A deep understanding
of the current and future challenges in the life sciences including
knowledge of the emerging data standards is a prerequisite for
success. There are many difficulties in releasing the full potential
of genomics, molecular imaging, and translational sciences due
to escalating data sources and formats. Setting up the underlying
knowledge grid and integrated IT architecture is clearly much more
challenging and critical than implementing a compute grid for a
specific bioinformatics application; however it is an essential first step
to translate grid computing in terms of true value for the life sciences.

